ONLINE INVESTIGATION
& OPEN SOURCE
INTELLIGENCE TRAINING
We learn through teaching.

Intelligence-i1
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Why do We need It?
Every incident, activity, event, person or entity now has a presence on the
internet, and when related to specific issues, they may require further
investigation. Open source intelligence and online investigation provide
investigators the ability to gather information using the World Wide Web as a
primary source.
While our training focuses on the online training aspect, it also takes into consideration local
and physical intelligence gathering or investigative work.
Our training is designed for students from novice level starting out in the OSINT and online
investigation sector, to master students who wish to remain current. Our training will benefit
investigators, information gatherers, journalists, researchers and recruiters.
One of our primary objectives in our training, is to teach the use of mostly free tools and
resources to conduct online research and investigations. This also includes access to our web
site which contains a number of tools and a member’s forum for further support.
We also cover the investigation and information gathering of data from amongst others, social
media, how to use search engines such as Google effectively, trace people, discover hidden
information, searching pictures and analyzing them, link analysis connecting events, people or
entities together, making use of geolocation imagery and information, building profiles from
usernames or email addresses, locating and analyzing documents, online investigation security
i.e. protection of the investigator through purpose built investigation machines and using virtual
android devices to similar cellular phones.
Once completed, investigators and researchers will be able to support due diligence,
intellectual property investigations, background profiling, intelligence gathering, identifying
business risks and analysis, operational security, in support of criminal and cybercrime
investigations.
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Most of our training is covered over a duration of 3 day on-site classes. Our training includes
a number of genres, which can be customized for specific audiences, the following are the most
common focus areas:
General

Due
Diligence
investigation

A broad spectrum of modules are provided to equip
the investigator with a greater field of knowledge and
skill to investigate or collect information for OSINT or
investigations.
and

company Specially designed to find company related
information and evidence as well as persons and
events associated with such companies. This is also
useful for fraud and other malice activity
investigations.

Law
enforcement,
lawyers
investigative journalists

& For intelligence or investigations ranging from
counterfeit, intellectual property contravention
investigations to collecting intelligence on suspects
or criminal syndicates to activities.

Cyber Investigation1

Criminal or persons with nefarious intentions, are
attached to the internet in one way or another. Also
increasingly, crimes are being committed over cyber
space. Investigators will learn how to discover
evidence, preserve and analyze it.

Human Resources and Recruitment

Recruitment of personnel ranging from nonmanagement to Executives. Learn how to obtain
background, historical and relevant information.

Dark Web

This is an advanced class, researchers will learn how
to discover counterfeit products, how anonymity
works, child pornography, human trafficking and
other criminal activity. Obtain an understanding of
the terminology of the dark web and its infrastructure.
Use tools such as TOR, Tails to explore content on
the dark web.

It is recommended that students have some form of investigative, legal or forensic experience or qualification
for this course.
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We offer
Other Services:

Contact us:

Due Diligence and Verification
Email: centre@intelligence-i1.com
Open Source Intelligence

Cyber Investigations

Privacy Security and Risk Assessment
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Or visit our web site:
Website: https://intelligence-i1.com

